
June, 2015

Launch of the First Luxury Watch Collection

“TASAKI TIMEPIECES”

TASAKI Held an Event, “The Curiosity”

TASAKI (TASAKI & Co., Ltd.; Kobe Headquarter office: 6-3-2 Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku, Kobe;

Tokyo Headquarter office: 5-7-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; Board Director & CEO: Toshikazu TAJIMA) will be

launching its very first luxury watch collection, “TASAKI TIMEPIECES” in early August, 2015. On

Tuesday, June 2nd, 2015, TASAKI held an event, “The Curiosity – ‘TASAKI TIMEPIECES’ & ‘Curiosity’

Launch Party”, where the new jewellery collections “Curiosity” launching also in August 2015

(designed by Thakoon Panichgul, TASAKI’s Creative Director) was also unveiled.

Ryuta Mine, Japanese celebrity who is distinguished for his detailed knowledge of timepieces and

fashion, attended the event and wore “Odessa Tourbillon”, the representing piece from “TASAKI

TIMEPIECES”, which the tourbillion being the premium model among all mechanical watches.

Dazzling jewellery from TASAKI’s icon series “balance”, “refined rebellion”, and “danger” and also

from the “Curiosity” collection which are inspired from the shark’s jaw, glinting with the beauty of the

wild, the primitive form of the shell, a record of the eons of time, the beautiful coral with its organic

form, and insects such as butterfly which mimic the nature backgrounds, were worn by many famous

fashion icon celebrities including Nanao (actress and model), Mona Matsuoka(model), Risa Hirako

(model), and Eimi Kuroda (model), radiated glamour at the event.

TASAKI hopes you will enjoy the modern and sophisticated world of high jeweller TASAKI with the

launch of its luxury watch collection, “TASAKI TIMEPIECES” and latest jewellery collection,

“Curiosity”.

The venue image which “TASAKI TIMEPIECES” was displayed © TASAKI
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1. Ryuta Mine, actor, wearing “Odessa Tourbillon” and Skeletonics who also attended the event

2. “Odessa Tourbillon”, the representing model of “TASAKI TIMEPIECES”

3. The “refined rebellion” timepiece, which TASAKI’s original “refined rebellion” cut diamond is set on the crown and

“coral” necklace, which beautiful coral motif was expressed with its organic form, were worn by Nanao, actress and model.

4. The “gulper” chocker and single earring which were inspired from the shark’s jaw glinting with the beauty of the wild were worn by

Mona Matsuoka, model

5. The “mimic butterfly” necklace and ring with beautiful coloured stones gradations were worn by Risa Hirako, model.

6. The “gulper” chocker, bracelet, and earrings which the diamonds are sent on the line of shark’s jaw glinting with the beauty of the wild were worn by

Eimi Kuroda, model
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